
CHINA / KOREA                

SAT 29   Depart from the UK in the evening on our overnight flight to BEIJING. 

SUN 30  We arrive in BEIJING and transfer to the LANGHAM HOTEL for the next 2 nights, with fantastic 
views of the end of the runway. 

MON 31   Free day in Beijing, to spot from the hotel, or the mound. There is the option to visit the Civil 
Aviation museum and Datan Shan museums in the afternoon. 

TUE 1  All day free once again. We transfer to the terminal in the evening for our flight to SEOUL - 
INCHEON. We clear immigration and drive to our hotel, which has great views over the runways and ramp, 
situated at the side of the runway. 

WED 2   We have the whole day here, with a choice of viewing at the hotel, or the observation area, which 
is 5 minutes walk from the hotel. There is also a viewing deck in the terminal. 

THU 3   Mid-morning, we depart by coach, with stops at the 727 / DC3 and other aircraft at the INCHEON 
TECHNICAL SCHOOL. Then stops at the Military museum and BORAMAE PARK. We then arrive at our 
next hotel, overlooking the landings at GIMPO airport. 

FRI 4   We can spot from the hotel, or transfer to the terminal early, for our lunchtime flight to BUSAN. 
Again, our newly built hotel overlooks the airport. We can catch up with some of the smaller domestic traffic 
here. 

SAT 5   Again, view from hotel or early check-in for our next flight to SHANGHAI -PU DONG. We walk to our 
usual hotel here, between the terminals, overlooking both runways.
 
SUN 6   Completely free day at PU DONG. 

MON 7   At lunchtime we transfer by luxury coach to HONG QIAO airport, where we change to our final 
hotel. We have executive rooms, overlooking the whole airport, with access to the lounge on the top floor 
with all of it's perks. 

TUE 8   Free day to view from lounge or your rooms. There is the option to visit the Aviation 
museum in the city by private car. 

WED 9   After breakfast we transfer to PUDONG for our lunchtime flight back to the UK, arriving in the 
evening.  

Includes: All flights & taxes, Ground transportation, 10 nights LUXURY hotel (Bed & Breakfast)

SEP 29-9 OCT
This tour visits Korea, while taking the chance to visit China 

WITHOUT having to get an any expensive visas 

MANCHESTER DEPARTURES ARE POSSIBLE - NO VISAS REQUIRED 

Cost: £1595     Deposit: £425     Single Room: £380 
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